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But first, a definition…
A hyperdoc is a digital exchange of
ideas among a learning community,
facilitated by an online platform such as
a Google doc, slide, or other medium.

Lisa Van Gemert
Giftedguru.com | @gifted_guru
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Why use them?

Students engage with material and then
participate in activities alone and/or
with peers, digitally and/or analog.
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2. provide an individual
path to learning

1. differentiation
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4. invigorate pd

3. Allow for collaboration
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So, what are
the basics?
As we watch this video about
the basics, consider:
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Can I
identify two
things I
think are
interesting
about this?
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Can I
identify two
things I
think are
possibly
problematic
about this?
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What did you find…

interesting?
possibly problematic?
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As we watch this video
consider which benefit you think
is most important.
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Where can I
learn more?

What benefit did you find
to be most compelling?
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hyperdocs.co
You can find
templates.
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You can find
samples.
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You can search for topics and grade
levels.
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Best practice tip
& a hack.
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Okay, I’m ready to
see the GT stuff.
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Sure! Let me share this first:
easy-peasy accommodations
(because they’re two sides of the same coin)
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The same process in reverse
will meet the needs of
advanced learners.
(why is this so confusing to people?)
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Put in preassessment: informal
Now returning to our
regularly scheduled
GT programming…
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Put in preassessment: formal
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Let’s you build a bigger cluster.
I don’t actually care
whose class Joaquin is in
or what class period or
even what school. He can
work with anyone from
anywhere.
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offer different reading/viewing options

I don’t actually care
whose class D’Quan is in
or what class period or
even what school. He
can work with anyone
from anywhere.
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offer different application options

offer different product options
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Create a “choose your own
adventure” experience.
It can be simple
like this one
that is not
ability-based.
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The Ultimate: Allow them to
create their own hyperdocs!
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If you make them, share them!
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1. Go over this slidedeck and read a few articles
or watch a few videos.

Okay, I’m ready to
get started!
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1. Go over this slidedeck and read a few articles
or watch a few videos.
2. Explore the hyperdocs.co website. Find a
template you’d like to start with. Feel free to
blend!
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